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MANAGEMENT CONUNDRUM

All Hands To The Pump!

Janet Donnit, Chief Pharmacist at Metropolis NHS Trust,

had seemed a little distracted during a Prescribing

Committee meeting, so when it ended her friend Carey

Whitecoat, her PCO counterpart, suggested they detour

on the way back to work to have a coffee together.

“It’s the seven day working thing,” Janet explained. “We

already supply some services on a seven day basis, but

it’s a real stretch to cover them all with no significant

extra funding. I put a plan to the hospital board that set

out, on a risk-assessed basis, what activities I thought

were needed on a seven day basis, but they added some

extras at the request of the clinical directorates, and I

just don’t have the manpower to do it all.”

“I’m sure that’s a common feeling everywhere,” Carey

replied sympathetically. 

“But that’s not what’s really upsetting me,” said Janet. “I

talked to the staff about the new requirements and how

we could cope given some changes to individual roles.

One of the clinical pharmacists is arguing, however, that

they shouldn’t cover the dispensary because their role is

the provision of clinical services. He’s not objecting to

seven day working, but he says that we shouldn’t

change his role. He’s a specialist and he doesn’t want to

go back to being a generalist.”

“Well, we all have to make sacrifices,” Carey answered.

“Yes, but his argument is that it’s the clinical services

that should come first. He can’t see that it’s the whole

range of services we provide that I have to think about.

And it’s all making the atmosphere rather unpleasant.”

Carey thought for a moment.

“It might be helpful to find out if others have had this

problem and how they dealt with it,” she finally

suggested. ”Even if they haven’t, it would be interesting

to see what they suggest could be done’. 

If Janet approached you, how would you suggest she should take things forward?
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NHS organisations have now started to

provide a seven day clinical service.

Before any sort of clinical or dispensing

service is even considered, Janet needs to

talk with and listen to her team. A

lunchtime meeting or an evening event

could be a good opportunity for her to

explain to her team what the Trust

expectations are and, more importantly,

for the team to be given an opportunity

to have their say.  

Janet and her management team

should work with her full team to list the

pros and cons of a seven day service; this

will include the impact on the team,

wider hospital service and patients. The

team should be asked to go away and

look at ways of implementing the service;

all ideas should be considered. A small

working group should be formed to

support the development and

implementation of the initiative. This

should include all grades of staff and,

crucially, those who are against the move

as well as those for it.

Janet and her working group should

firstly look at the metrics of the current

service e.g. what is the workload like

Monday to Friday, are Monday mornings

busier than the rest of the week, how

many patients don’t get a medicines

reconciliation, what is the level of omitted

doses from medicines not supplied, etc?

A 7 day service pilot should be run on

one ward (e.g. the admissions ward) and

data should be examined on the impact

of this; was it better, worse, no different

(e.g. in terms of key metrics and

workload). Teams and patients should be

interviewed to get their viewpoint.
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Janet will then have data to support

her case for change. She should now ask

staff for rota ideas; how can the service

be rolled out across 7 days and what

services will it include (e.g. supply,

emergency care, medical wards, etc)?

She should look at what services can no

longer be delivered during the week e.g.

what can be ‘turned off’ to release the

resource needed. 

From this, Janet and her team should

come up with a service specification and

plan. She should run a series of team

presentations and Q&A sessions for her

staff. By this point all staff members will

know that a seven day service is coming

and, crucially, many will have been

involved in the development. A series of

PDSA (Plan, Do, Study, Act) cycles should

support the rollout programme so that

problems can be quickly identified and

resolved. Key metrics should then be

presented back to the staff to show

improvements in service e.g. flow, safety

or patient satisfaction .

The approach outlined above uses

Quality Improvement methods to identify

a problem, come up with solutions as a

team and implement/test.
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“A 7 day service pilot should be run on one ward (e.g. the admissions
ward) and data should be examined on the impact . . .”
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“. . . meet with medical and nursing colleagues who are

expressing concerns, get a clear understanding of 

those concerns and manage their expectations.”

Anthony Young, Lead
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Sunderland University School of

Pharmacy; Tyne & Wear NHS
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A really interesting conundrum and one

that many NHS managers will face in the

coming months.    

I would suggest that there may be

wider issues amongst the team, or even a

lack of a team spirit within the

department. It’s very important that

specialities grow within pharmacy. Janet

would not want to stunt this growth but

what she must get across to her team

(and specifically to this clinical

pharmacist) is that a pharmacy service in

entirety is greater than the sum of its

parts and that every aspect is critical to

patient care. Clinical services include the

dispensary as pharmacists check the

prescriptions to ensure that they are

clinically accurate. The pharmacist

needs to be aware that

the idea of a patient-

focussed service is

providing a pharmacy service that a

patient wants, which in the majority of

cases is a timely supply of medication

right across the 7 day week.

I would be trying to get down to the

real issue of why the pharmacist has a

problem with the change. Is it because

they feel that they won’t be able to get

their clinical work done? If so, is there any

support that can be given? Is there a way

that Janet can get the wider hospital staff

to show their support to pharmacy in

these changing times? Like a lot of

problems it may be down to how these

changes are being communicated to

staff. Janet needs to ensure that she lets

pharmacy staff know how this is affecting

the whole hospital and that pharmacy

must play its part if it is to be seen to be

a vital service and one that can flourish

and respond to change.  

I would ask Janet about what extras

the Directors added to her proposal and

whether these are reasonable? The idea

of a 7 day service is that it’s the same

standard of service every day and not a

diluted service. Had this been discussed in

the meeting with the Directors and,

if so, had there been an

acknowledgement that staffing

levels were such that

standards may drop?

Is there an issue here with a complete

lack of awareness of the current state of

the NHS? 

How senior is the pharmacist and how

much is their view linked to their level of

experience? 

A practical solution could be to get the

pharmacy staff in a room and allow them to

be put in the shoes of the Chief Pharmacist.

Janet could let them know all of her

competing challenges and then let the

group see if they can solve them. It would

be interesting to see how they resolved the

issues. This would potentially get ‘buy in’ to

any potential solutions and also build the

feeling of a team approach and an

‘everyone is in this together’ mentality. 
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